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The government should stop marrying people
RELIGION
Rachel Woodlock
My guilty pleasure is watching Judge Judy during my lunch break. Sandwich and cuppa in
hand, I love watching her harangue dead-beat parents over child support arrears, sniff
out which lovesick teenager is responsible for keying an ex-boyfriend's car, and lecturing
separated couples fighting over who gets the washing machine and the cable bill.

Often, she will ask why they didn't bother to marry: 'You're committed enough to make a
baby, but not to get married?' she'll rhetorically ask in her no-nonsense Brooklyn Jewish
grandmother accent. 'We have courts for marriages that break up but not for when living
together doesn't work out,' she explains.
In a nutshell, Judge Judy is explaining the modern democratic state's interest in
marriage: recognising the contractual rights and obligations of two people who share
resources and (where they exist) rights and responsibilities to children.
The state doesn't have an opinion on whether God approves of the union because
theocracy went out of fashion in the West, along with the Divine Right of Kings. These
days in Australia, the state doesn't even care to enforce sexual exclusivity of partners,
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although once upon a time that was a major element of marital law. Divorce is all about
distribution of assets and establishing proper care of the kids. So why the brouhaha over
marriage for gay people?
Since time immemorial, different societies and cultures have developed all sorts of rules
and taboos about marriage, which makes for fascinating reading and belies the notion
that there is a single, eternal concept of marriage that straight people can access but
gays may not. Some types of marriage permissible in different times and cultures are not
accepted under current Australian law, other types are perfectly legal here but a big nono in other times and places.
Take interreligious marriages, for example. In Australia, a Satanist can marry a Jedi
Knight and no-one gives two hoots, but a fourth century Christian couldn't even dine with
a Jewish neighbour, let alone marry him, thanks to the Council of Elvira. Things have
relaxed a bit since then, but even in 1938 my CofE grandfather had to marry his Catholic
bride 'behind the altar' and her relatives wouldn't darken their doorstep.
Muslim men have to restrict themselves to four wives, but fundamentalist Mormons are
good to go with any number. Polygyny was common enough in ancient Judaism, the
record being held by King Solomon and his thousand wives and concubines.
Ambiguously, Saint Paul insisted bishops should be the 'husband of one wife', prohibiting
either polygyny or serial monogamy - at least for those in charge. Today, bishops of
either the Catholic or Orthodox variety aren't permitted to be husbands full stop, at least
not with living wives.
None of the Semitic religions let women collect multiple husbands, but they do in the
Himalayas. Polyandry is recorded as practiced there and in over 50 other societies
including in the Marquesas islands, and among the Inuit and the Yanomam&ouml;. The
pre-Islamic Arabs determined paternity by the woman gathering all her husbands
together and choosing who was the father. It's a bit easier, these days, with DNA tests.
"The state really does not care whether gay sex is a sin, only who gets the washing
machine and cable bill in the end."

You can marry your uncle or aunt in Australia, one of the few places in the world where
it's legal, but South Korea bans degrees of affinity out to third cousins. Adolf Hitler's
mother married either her uncle or first cousin once removed (the family history is
messy). Either way she called him 'uncle' all her life. Cousin marriage is common in the
Middle East and among the European upper class. Before marrying Lady Diana Spencer,
Prince Charles proposed to his second cousin Lady Amanda Knatchbull, following in the
footsteps of his ancestor Queen Victoria, who married first and third cousin Prince Albert.
The permissible marriage age varies too. In the United States, exceptions to the
minimum age of 18 (19 in Nebraska and 21 in Mississippi) include pregnancy and
parental consent. According to the Pew Research Center, in 2014 in the United States,
there were 57,800 married minors (youngsters aged between 15 and 17) and 25 US
states have no minimum age requirements for exceptions.
This is all by way of saying that marriage is a product of the cultural attitudes and
religious beliefs of different societies and groups of people. There will never be universal
agreement over what constitutes a valid marriage or who should be allowed to marry or
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not. In a secular, democratic country like Australia, the government should get out of the
marriage business altogether.
What the government should do is determine who has the legal right to enter into
secular, contractual arrangements protecting assets and guardianship matters. That
means everyone - gay or straight - gets a civil registration, not a marriage certificate.
Leave marriage ceremonies to the various churches, synagogues, mosques, humanist
societies and non-religious wedding celebrants to conduct them (or not) according to
their various ethical and moral stances. The state really does not care whether gay sex is
a sin, only who gets the washing machine and cable bill in the end.

Dr Rachel Woodlock is an expat Australian academic and writer living in Ireland.
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Child protection, compliance and conversion
RELIGION
John Honner
Jesus is reported as saying 'unless you change and become like little children, you will
never enter the kingdom of heaven'. Did he mean what he said or was he being
idealistic? Do his words mean anything for today? I think they do, especially for Christian
ministries in the light of the work of the Royal Commission and its likely
recommendations for ensuring the safety of children.
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These reflections
are written in the context of ensuring that the best possible policies, practices and
compliance systems are in place to keep children safe when in the care of institutions.
There is risk, however, in that we might focus so much on compliance that we will lose
sight of the children.
In the Christian gospels the child is the exemplar, par excellence, of what God's world is
meant to look like. In this view, the care of children and young people moves beyond
compliance with safeguards to a greater openness to the divine. Children show the way
on this because children are much more open to enchantment, much more open to the
presence of God.
In social policy, on the other hand, the child tends to be portrayed as a powerless
innocent. For example, the UN Declaration on the Rights of the Child calls on member
states to 'to recognise the rights of the child and to 'strive for their observance by
legislative and other measures'.
The United Nations document gives a kind of moral basis for caring for the child, but it is
a deficit basis that rests on the child's vulnerability: 'the child, by reason of his physical
and mental immaturity, needs special safeguards and care'. It is a call for compliance
based on the weakness of the child rather than on the importance of the child and the
strengths of the child.
Similarly, criminal law exists to protect good order and to keep citizens safe. Laws to
keep children safe focus on protection of the child rather than on the unique giftedness of
a child.
In past years, some Catholic institutions have failed the standards of both gospel and
society: on the one hand by discounting the importance of children and not listening to
children, and on the other hand by not having appropriate practices and policies to
ensure the safety of children.
"In conscientiously developing standards for the safeguarding and flourishing of children,
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the standards set by the state and the standards set by the church should be expected to
be closely aligned."

In the best of worlds, Christian community and secular society can learn from each other.
A truly human culture will have much in common with a truly Christian culture because,
for Christians, Christ is the model of the fully human. In conscientiously developing
standards for the safeguarding and flourishing of children, therefore, the standards set
by the state and the standards set by the church should be expected to be closely
aligned, particularly in relation to the kind of observable details that can be monitored
through compliance processes.
In some Australian jurisdictions, for example, efforts are made to place the child first in
all decision making, in almost the same way that Jesus places the child first in the
Kingdom. The Victorian Child FIRST policy was a leader in this, but much progress is still
to be made, partly because of social attitudes, as the KPMG 2011 Evaluation of the Child
and Family Services reforms indicated. In the best of worlds, policy and compliance will
change the way society thinks about children.
The Christian theology of children adds two further dimensions for giving a child our full
attention. The first dimension is based on the priority that Jesus gives to children,
because they are models of the way God wants the world to be. The second dimension is
based in Christian anthropology, which understands all persons to be fully open to the
divine. Let us consider each dimension in turn.
Children are the first in the Kingdom of God
The key texts here are Mark chapter 10 verses 13-16, Mark chapter 9 verses 33-37,
Matthew chapter 18 verses 1-5, and Matthew chapter 21 verses 14-16. Matthew chapter
18 verses 1-5 capture the essence of all these texts:
At that time the disciples came to Jesus and asked, 'Who, then, is the greatest in the
kingdom of heaven?' He called a little child to him, and placed the child among them.
And he said: 'Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little children, you will
never enter the kingdom of heaven. Therefore, whoever takes the lowly position of this
child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. And whoever welcomes one such child in
my name welcomes me.
Judith Gundry-Volf, in her study of children in the New Testament, notes that at the time
of Christ children 'occupied a low rung on the social ladder'. She observes there are five
main ways in which the significance of children is underscored in Jesus' teaching and
practice.
He blesses children brought to him and teaches that the reign of God belongs to them.
He makes children models of entering the reign of God. He also makes children models of
greatness in the reign of God. He calls his disciples to welcome little children as he does
and turns the service of children into a sign of greatness in the reign of God. He gives the
service of children ultimate significance as a way of receiving himself and by implication
the One who sent him.
There are two separate points being made here. First, children, along with the poor and
the sick and the outcast, belong among the people of the beatitudes, among the ones for
whom the Gospel is intended. Followers of Jesus are thus expected to welcome children
and to serve them, because in serving children we serve and encounter Jesus. If we are
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cold towards children we are cold toward Jesus, and cold towards the Father who sent
him.
Children are not only the first ones invited into the Kingdom, but they are also models of
what we need to become if we ourselves are to enter the Kingdom of God. This is the call
to conversion: to become like little children. This doesn't mean being childish, but it does
mean being child-like. When it comes to matters of love, trust, joy, simplicity, and
openness to wonder and mystery, children are to be imitated before they are to be
taught. Gundry-Wolf concludes:
Children are ... are not only to be formed but to be imitated; they are not only ignorant
but capable of receiving spiritual insight; they are not 'just' children but representatives
of Christ ... Jesus ... cast judgment on the adult world because it is not the child's world.
He made being a disciple dependent on inhabiting this 'small world'. He invited the
children to come to him not so that he might initiate them into the adult world but so
that they might receive what is properly theirs - the reign of God.
In other words, every time we reverence a child and come to be more child-like, we
undergo conversion.
In Christian anthropology, furthermore, a child or a vulnerable person is not a person-tobe or a person-with-a-deficit, but is already perfectly human. Martin Marty, in his study
of The Mystery of the Child, argues that:
The provision of care for children will proceed on a radically revised and improved basis if
instead of seeing the child first as a problem faced with a complex of problems, we see
her as a mystery surrounded by mystery. The need to deal with problems will, of course,
be pressing in the case of every child, but if this need dominates the thoughts and
actions of those who provide care, much of the wonder and joy of relating to children will
be shrouded or even lost.
If a child is understood as essentially open to mystery, then a child is also to be
understood as essentially open to the divine mystery.
In Christian anthropology, the essence of a human person is their openness to the Other:
their insatiable wonder and yearning and searching. For adults, the market's cheap
substitutes for the quest for transcendence often smother our openness to the divine.
The market also turns a person into a commodity. For the child, however, the gift of
being open to divine mystery remains pristine.
"The theology of children and vulnerable persons demands that we not only keep them
safe, but that we also give them the first place in our hearts and in our society. We are
challenged to learn to see reality through their eyes."

Karl Rahner makes this argument in a dense but illuminating essay on 'Ideas for a
Theology of Childhood'. He remarks that childhood is 'infinite openness to the infinite'
and that the child expresses a mystery: the mystery of the gift of unique existence.
Sometimes we describe a new born child as an 'angel fresh from God'. In many senses
this is true: a child is a representative of God, a confidante of God. In Christian
anthropology, the human person's primary purpose is to receive God's love and to return
God's love, rather than to get a job, buy things, get married and have children, nor any
of the other things we often educate children to be. The child is certainly not an object or
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a commodity. A child may grow and learn more things and gradually take on greater
responsibilities, but a child should not be seen as a potential adult, or an adult with a
deficit. A child should be seen as a fully complete human being, a fully complete person.
Right from the start, the child enjoys and reflects the love of God. Indeed, for the
childlike, there is an absolute trust in God, an unquestioning openness to everyone and
everything, an immediacy to the infinite.
So, while setting and maintaining standards for safeguarding children and vulnerable
people is an essential duty of care, for Christians there is more to be done. For
Christians, a child's innocent and enchanted outlook is ultimately more important than
the individualism, materialism and consumerism that cut across secular society. For
Christians, belonging and relationships and wonder are more important than perfect
bodies, efficiency, and encyclopaedic knowledge.
The theology of children and vulnerable persons demands that we not only keep them
safe, but that we also give them the first place in our hearts and in our society. We are
challenged to learn to see reality through their eyes.
The standards for safeguarding children, with this added intent, become standards for
the transformation and conversion of those with power and privilege. They may become
catalysts for the development of both a more Christian church and a more humane
secular society, where there is more focus on humanity and community and zero
exploitation of children.

John Honner worked in child protection for ten years at MacKillop Family
Services and Edmund Rice Community Services, and was a director of the Victorian
Council of Social Service. He is currently a member of the Council of Edmund Rice
Education Australia.
This week is Child Protection Week.
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Magpies must listen to Lumumba and respond
ARTS AND CULTURE
Tim Kroenert

Fair Game. Director: Jeff Daniels. Starring: Heritier Lumumba, Aamer Rahman,
Mark Robinson, Nick Maxwell. 53 minutes

On Sunday I
chaired a panel at Melbourne Writers Festival titled Dissent Within, exploring what
happens when your beliefs go against the majority of those within your religion, culture
or minority group. One person who was on our early hit list for the panel was Heritier
Lumumba, the former AFL footballer for the Collingwood Magpies. In 2013 and 2014
Lumumba had been outspoken about racist and homophobic aspects of the club's culture,
culminating in much-publicised run-ins with coach Nathan Buckley and president Eddie
McGuire, and Lumumba's eventual departure from the club at the end of 2014.
We were in the end not able to secure Lumumba's participation. As it happens however,
that same night SBS aired Fair Game, a documentary that explores Lumumba's youth
and his career at Collingwood, his relationship to his Brazillian and Congolese heritage,
his growth as a public proponent of equality and human rights, and the experiences that
led him to take a stand against Buckley and their boss McGuire, one of the most
imposing figures on the Australian sport and media landscapes. Directed by Australian
documentarian Daniels, it is as powerful an extrapolation of 'dissent within' as you could
hope to find.
Lumumba was born in Rio de Janeiro to a Brazilian mother and Congolese father. She
later remarried after they came to Australia, and Lumumba found himself the sole darkskinned member of a fair-skinned family, growing up in an overwhelmingly white
community in Perth. His insecurities around his 'otherness' would later be a driving factor
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in a pilgrimage to the Democratic Republic of Congo - his father's country - which is
captured in the film. These experiences, too, would fuel a passion for social justice,
leading to him becoming one of the most outspoken advocates in the history of
Australian football.
Inspired by the exploits of Aboriginal AFL stars, the young Lumumba quickly identified
football as an arena in which a black man could flourish. This fact makes his treatment at
Collingwood years later all the more galling. During his time at the club he was dubbed
'Chimp' by some of his teammates, and ridiculed by Buckley for his conscientious stance
against homophobic attitudes at the club. He recalls that his public condemnation of
McGuire's racist comments about Aboriginal footballer Adam Goodes in 2013 was the
catalyst to a fracturing of his relationship to Collingwood from which he never recovered.
"The Collingwood Football Club owes Lumumba, the club's players and staff, its
supporters (which includes the author of this review) and the Australian public a far more
serious treatment of these issues than what they have offered so far."

A number of friends and colleagues flesh out the personal and social significance of
Lumumba's experiences. The Bangladesh born Australian comedian Aamer Rahmen
points out that Lumumba's story is about much more than football; that his experiences
as a black man might be replicated in any number of workplaces or social settings across
Australia. Lumumba's mother recalls how much football meant to a young Lumumba
desperate to find somewhere to belong, and is visibly emotional when she thinks that he
came to be known as 'Chimp' among some of his Collingwood teammates.
Others reveal more of their character than they perhaps realise. Former Magpies captain
Nick Maxwell is sympathetic while offering a dubious apologia for the derisive nickname.
Robinson - who is no friend of McGuire's and Buckley's - is also broadly sympathetic, but
consistently refers to Lumumba as Harry throughout the film; Lumumba was previously
known as Harry O'Brien, having adopted the Anglicisation 'Harry' as an insecure child
before later publicly rejecting it as he reclaimed his ethnic roots. These blind spots
suggest ignorance rather than maliciousness, but we should expect better.
The same can be said of the club, which so far has failed to respond to Lumumba's
comments in any meaningful way. At a recent press conference Buckley, who last week
was reappointed as senior coach of the club, all but dismissed Lumumba's claims of racist
treatment, and deflected by expressing concern for Lumumba's mental health - a tactic
that was not lost on Lumumba. The Collingwood Football Club owes Lumumba, the club's
players and staff, its supporters (which includes the author of this review) and the
Australian public a far more serious treatment of these issues than what they have
offered so far.
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Tim Kroenert is the editor of Eureka Street.
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Bishops call for an economy that serves all
RELIGION
Andrew Hamilton
In church documents scriptural stories are often used as decoration or to calm the horses
when contentious issues arise.

The 2017-2018
Australian Catholic Social Justice Statement on the economy, Everyone's Business Developing an Inclusive and Sustainable Economy, opens with one of the most intriguing
of Jesus' parables: the landowner who hired new workers at each hour of the day but
paid them all one denarius no matter how long they had worked. And was unapologetic
about it.
The usual conclusion drawn from this parable is that God does not act like a good
businessman but as a benefactor. But the statement notes that the denarius was then
the living wage, which all workers, full-time or part-time, should be paid. The landowner
was doing what he should have done. The appeal to scripture here is a burr under the
horse's saddle.
The general argument of the statement, which resonates with Australian sentiment
today, is that Australia is a wealthy economy in which too many people are marginalised.
A moral compass is needed so that the economy serves all Australians and not vice
versa.
The most vulnerable Australians include the lowest paid, often in part-time work, those
living on income support, those at risk of homelessness, and Indigenous Australians.
They are affected by the move to short term contracts and casual employment, by
minimum wages insufficient to support a family, and by the refusal of many employers to
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contribute to superannuation or to pay due wages.
Because of high unemployment many people remain on social security for a long time.
The benefits paid leave people beneath the poverty line and often have punitive and
shaming conditions attached to them. Indigenous Australians are particularly
disadvantaged by almost every criteria, face the abandonment of their communities and
are subject routinely to fines and humiliation.
In addition, corporations take advantage of lax regulation to increase charges for
necessary services, collude, avoid taxes and rip off clients. Such practices burden people
with high costs and deprive governments of the revenue needed to support social
institutions.
"The common good requires that we build educational resources that animate people to
contribute creatively, health resources designed to prevent illness and limit sustained
dependence on the community, and social and penal structures that help people
overcome alienation and connect them to society."

In response to this litany of neglect and abuse the statement calls for a new view of the
economy as the servant of people, and not vice versa. It echoes Pope Francis' trenchant
criticism: 'Some people continue to defend trickle-down theories which assume that
economic growth, encouraged by a free market, will inevitably succeed in bringing about
greater justice and inclusiveness in the world. This opinion, which has never been
confirmed by the facts, expresses a crude and naive trust in the goodness of those
wielding economic power and in the sacralised workings of the prevailing economic
system. Meanwhile, the excluded are still waiting.'
To ensure that the waiting time is shortened the statement calls for Australians to stop
seeing people as tools of production to be used and discarded: to recognise that
economic growth is not equivalent to sustainable growth; to ensure that the economy
serves social equity; to make businesses responsible not only for profiting their
shareholders but for serving the common good; and to include the marginal and
vulnerable in making decisions that concern them.
The practical steps to be taken in enshrining this perspective on the economy include
progressive tax reform to limit benefits received by the wealthy and to check avoidance;
ensuring that banks and superannuation funds invest in productive activities that offer
long term benefits; structuring social programs to help people find opportunities to
contribute to society over their lifetime; building infrastructure for development through
education and employment; and strengthening local communities to care for vulnerable
people in society.
The topic of the statement is timely. It picks up public concern about gross inequality and
about the indecency revealed almost daily by so many businesses. It rightly points to the
need for a conversion that will enable us to see the defects of our present economic
order and to make changes that will be beneficial. The examples of remedies proposed
are mainly apt to purpose.
I would have liked to see in the statement more development of the appeal to the
common good. One of the reasons why economic reform is so hard is that is seen
commonly as a zero sum with winners and losers. It is regarded as inherently conflictual.
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So economic reform is seen either as the politics of envy or the rich copping their
comeuppance.
The focus on the common good supposes that economic reform is cooperative, and must
be designed to sustain both personal and communal economic growth. The common good
requires that we build educational resources that animate people to contribute creatively,
health resources designed to prevent illness and limit sustained dependence on the
community, and social and penal structures that help people overcome alienation and
connect them to society. Such public investment will save greater public costs for
hospitals and prisons.
In a society where wealth is radically unequally distributed, the service of the common
good will require measures of redistribution. But because the redistribution leads to a
more sustainable and fair economy all will benefit from it. Perhaps the economically crazy
landowner of the parable may have been on the right economic track after all.

Andrew Hamilton is consulting editor of Eureka Street.
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Severe weather warning
CARTOON
Fiona Katauskas

Fiona Katauskas' work has also appeared in ABC's The Drum, New Matilda, The
Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, The Australian, The Financial Review and Scribe's Best
Australian political cartoon anthologies.
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Kindness is still everything
ARTS AND CULTURE
Gillian Bouras
The old grey mare she ain't what she used to be: so the song says. Well, I'm definitely
grey, but thought I was trotting along satisfactorily on the sands of time until about a
month ago, when I was calmly crossing a Kalamata street.

I remember
stepping on to the pavement, and then nothing more until a passerby was helping me up
and dabbing rather ineffectually at my face and shirtfront: there was blood everywhere,
and I very soon began to look as if I'd gone a couple of losing rounds with Muhammad
Ali.
The passerby was extremely kind and considerate, as was the woman who emerged from
the posh dress shop near the scene of this little drama. She carried a stool, a bottle of
water and reams of paper towel. Overriding my feeble murmurings about my nearby
doctor, she insisted on ringing for an ambulance, which appeared in record time.
And the ambulance men were also very kind and considerate, settling me tenderly before
whizzing me off to hospital. I'd never been in an ambulance before, and was struck by
the alteration of perspective. Although I was travelling a familiar route, I was viewing my
surroundings from a new angle, as visibility is quite limited from inside such a vehicle.
And was the journey a metaphor for the incident? So I wondered later.
I was admitted briefly to a general ward, where the little paper icons slotted above the
banked lighting gazed benignly on me.
But it wasn't too long, after various tests had been run with no decisive results, before I
found myself in the ICU, hooked up to various drips and monitors, and in receipt of new
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knowledge: the word idiopathic seems to mean the same thing in two languages, and is
doctor-speak for: We don't really know what's going on here. Eventually it was decided
I'd had a heart attack, even though I don't tick the usual boxes.
I've lived in this neck of the olive groves so long that I'm almost part of the scenery, and
sure enough, there were family connections in the shape of one doctor and two nurses.
But people continued to be very caring, whoever they were, and also provided
entertainment in that unconsciously zany way that is also part of Greek scenery.
I wished my vascular surgeon cousin, who works in Melbourne, could have been a fly on
the wall to see the senior cardiologist walking towards me while eating one of the rusks
that are a favourite food here: he scattered crumbs with reckless abandon while barking
instructions to a bevy of his juniors who, in that time-honoured Greek way, were all
talking at once. Then there was the doctor who seized a moment to practise his dance
steps with one of the nurses: I didn't know people still favoured the fox-trot. Another
doctor, clearly interested in his food, discussed the merits and demerits of a certain
restaurant while applying post-test weights to my middle.
"An interesting thing about this episode was my lack of fear. Had I become fatalistic in
my old age? Was I resigned to my particular fate, whatever it might be?"

Food: it's always a big thing in hospitals. A Piraeus medical centre chef is getting quite a
reputation for his ability to create gourmet meals on a budget, but he has no counterpart
in Kalamata. How many times can one eat vermicelli soup? I asked myself after the fifth
round. And I've never liked it, anyway. In the fullness of time a boiled chicken leg
appeared, and that was about the extent of the menu, at least as far as I was concerned.
But, thankful as I was to be eating at all, it was not for me to complain.
An interesting thing about this episode was my lack of fear. Had I become fatalistic in my
old age? Was I resigned to my particular fate, whatever it might be? I still don't know.
What I do know is that I suddenly remembered Isaac Bashevis Singer, Nobel Laureate
and writer in Yiddish; he it was who asked what he called the eternal questions about
suffering and death, innocence and evil. He also expressed a thought that is true, simple
and memorable: Kindness, I have discovered, is everything in life.
I have been unable to track down the passerby, but soon after my discharge I visited the
lady in the posh dress shop. And thanked her for her
&kappa;&alpha;&lambda;&omicron;&sigma;&upsilon;&nu;&eta;, her kindness.
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Gillian Bouras is an expatriate Australian writer who has written several books,
stories and articles, many of them dealing with her experiences as an Australian woman
in Greece.
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Storming the pixels: New frontiers of race activism
MEDIA
Tseen Khoo
There's storming the barricades, and there's storming the pixels. Critical race activism in
the 21st century can take on fascinating forms.

A great recent
example of this is the destruction of Confederate monuments in the United States, and
the debates and actions surrounding these events. They generated larger conversations
about culture wars and re-ignited the cycle of argument around historical authenticity,
heroism and - dare anyone say it these days? - truth. With the vastly accelerated news
cycle we have today, with platforms like Twitter, livestreaming and micro-vidding, it's
sometimes hard to not see what's happening elsewhere.
Within a day or so of the statues controversy, Mic media agency's Jack Smith IV released
this video about why Confederate statues fall apart so easily, talking about the
phenomenon of mass producing these items as an exercise in manufacturing (and
defending) a certain mythology of Southern USA history. Smith's video provided a more
in-depth, politically astute counter-narrative to the unquestioning rhetoric around
monuments and heroism.
The arguments immediately took off in Australia about the colonial monuments that
pepper our civic landscapes, and what should be done about them. Ensuing debates
replayed the outrage that had beset the US series of events. This anger seems to be a
regular component when those who are invested in traditional versions of history find
these versions questioned. It is, after all, set in stone, right?
I am not a historian but I do know that all history is subjective. This idea was a huge
revelation for me, when I first encountered it during an undergraduate critical
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historiography subject at university.
The subject talked about the writing of history, the different approaches scholars took,
and the consequences these approaches and biases had for the history that was
produced. My first sophisticated take on this back then was, 'What? We're going to look
at the writing of history and historians rather than actual history?'
In retrospect, what I learned in this subject became one of the key tools in my critical
thinking cabinet. To this day, one of my favourite things is finding out the history behind
the history - who wrote it and why are they writing it the way they are? What might they
not know? What did they look at, and what didn't they consider?
The idea that there were multiple histories that could all be 'correct' blew my mind, not
to mention that there was plenty of history that was out-and-out wrong. Even the wrong
histories are valuable artifacts to know about because it's good to remember that history
is always presented from particular positions.
"While we can't aim for the grand narrative of ultimately correct history because there
isn't one, we can - and should - aim for a more truthful and balanced history where
possible."

In all this, I also learned that people use history for various reasons, and even extremely
well established historical areas - such as Medieval studies just recently - can be shaken
by vehement arguments, change and new perspectives.
Innovations in technology and sustained efforts to digitise historical archives and
narratives results in a wider range of access and input. Indeed, many projects depend on
crowdsourcing assistance and expertise to ensure important work gets done. Projects
such as Tim Sherratt's transcribe-a-thon 'Help us reveal the real face of White Australia',
or the Wikibomb to increase recognition of Australia's women scientists, make
transparent the processes involved in creating historical texts and what kinds of decisions
go into a final record or entry.
While we can't aim for the grand narrative of ultimately correct history because there
isn't one, we can - and should - aim for a more truthful and balanced history where
possible.
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Tseen Khoo is a lecturer at La Trobe University and founder/convenor
of the Asian Australian Studies Research Network (AASRN), anetwork for academics,
community researchers, and cultural workers who are interested in the area of Asian
Australian Studies. She tweets as @tseenster.
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A poem for Agnes Bojaxhiu
ARTS AND CULTURE
Grant Fraser
Selected poems

Corellas at Dunkeld
From our distance we saw the Corellas
hanging like a hospital's washing
in the tenements of a large Redgum,
and heard them crooning the scandals of the day
each blushing mildly,
cronies of the nudge and the wink,
until,
one watchful bird rose on a whim
drawing with him a thousand companions,
and they swung boisterously up,
then broke into raucous quorums
in a vast drunken carousel,
bringing and taking tidings,
gathering and breaking apart,
seeding the skies with gossip.

And the elect among them
rose on their high sabbaticals
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until they all disappeared
beyond the sneak of their horizons,
but still haunting the evening
as a migraine staggers light
at the corners of the eyes.

Then,
with all the spanish majesty of a living Caravel,
coursed by the momentum of their thinking wings,
they soared as one in their din above us
lavish with the imperium of flight,
a great hush in the thunder of their passing.

Japanese paintings
Here, the air is buffeted by kites,
the tug of carp, the blossom's kiss,
Waves of fire coil through a paralysis of storm,
and the song of the Samurai
is whetted sweetly
in arcs of chosen light.

Through snow,
through the night's ink,
bandy men come trotting,
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thatched men
with feet the size of snowflakes,
each warmed by spoonfuls of lantern light;
the breath from their paper lungs
does not disturb the pieties of smoke.

In the kindling house
tea blooms in amber steam,
fans rustle insinuations,
tinder screens slide their propriety.
Here, the tides of meticulous oceans
are stilled,
even the wind is content
with an exact debris of leaves.

Bellini: Lamentation over the Dead Christ
In the Uffizi,
Past miles of forgettable popes
And galleries of swooning virgins;
Past the custodian
And the craft of her cornered eye:
' Signora!'
You may chance,
As I did,
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Upon the Bellini,
And ...

Stilled utterly
By the shock of absence,
The unravelling of life into grief,
Their shyest privacies
Are spilled into the painter's eye;
And they stare into their elsewheres,
As if they were watching
What they were already remembering.
Except for one of them
Who has turned to watch
The young man at the left of the painting
Who is caught in that abysmal moment
Before weeping can begin,
Reminding us
That grief itself,
Might in a kinder eye,
Become an act in love
Of tenderness.

A poem for Agnes Bojaxhiu
Recently published letters have revealed that although
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Mother Teresa of Calcutta spent many years
In her inspiring ministry, she felt, during much
0f that time, a profound spiritual emptiness.

At each day's end
You shawled the night about you
Gathering in the cold,
And rehearsed again
Your most private agonies,
As if your turn of phrase
Might stir a holy grammar,
Might persuade the silence to speak.
But by day,
With the sureness of one who might attend upon a prince
You washed the disgrace from their bodies,
Eked out from them the blessing of their names,
And restored life
To those whose lives were ending.

You longed to bring the touch of your unaccountable faith
To those pressed by municipal indifference
Into the crannies of a slum,
To bring your presence,
to those whose last capacity was to wait.
And so you would child your sorrow
Through Calcutta Streets,
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Eyes fixed at the height of a beggar's hand,
Until each day revealed itself
As a scrubbed infant,
Face shining like a holiday.

Grant Fraser is a lawyer, poet and filmmaker.
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Nuclear North Korea and the dangers of panic
INTERNATIONAL
Binoy Kampmark
It happened some half hour before midnight on Saturday, Washington time. The US
Geological Survey's Earthquake Hazards Program picked up an explosion with a 6.3
magnitude. The North Korean regime of Kim Jong-un had seemingly succeeded in testing
a hydrogen device, bringing the number of nuclear tests to six so far.

President Donald
Trump, kept to his usual form. Instead of urging measured calm, he expressed initial awe
followed by threat. 'North Korea has conducted a major nuclear test. Their words and
actions continue to be very hostile and dangerous to the United States.'
Most problematically, Trump had little patience for Seoul, which would be very much in
the line of fire in any opening salvo on the peninsula. 'South Korea is finding, as I have
told them,' he tweeted, 'that their talk of appeasement with North Korea will not work,
they only understand one thing!'
It did not take long for observers to pick up that Trump's consternation may have been
curried by other factors, not least of all his distinctly negative approach to an agreement
he claims benefits South Korean companies. The South Korean-US free trade deal is set
for a dramatic axing.
It is evident from this stance that neither national security advisor H. R. McMaster or
Gary D. Cohn of the National Economic Council have much sway in convincing the
president. Even in the shadow of a conflagration, Trump will still seek his variant of the
deal.
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Defence Secretary James Mattis was tasked with the onerous mission of putting flesh on
the bones of the US reaction. 'Any threat to the United States or its territories including
Guam, or our allies, will be met with a massive military response, a response both
effective and overwhelming.'
Trump, he informed those gathered, had been briefed on 'many military options'. But
Mattis must surely know that options, as he has alluded to before, vary on their
feasibility. He said, in a mildly reassuring way, that the US was 'not looking to the total
annihilation of a country, namely North Korea, but as I said, we have many options to do
so'.
In Australia, the reactions have been far from mild. Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull was
less than reassuring, suggesting the un-testable notion that the Korean peninsula was
closer to conflict than at any time since the Korean War.
"Julie Bishop suggests cutting oil supplies in an effort 'to bring unprecedented pressure to
bear'. Her stress is on punishment and retribution. Such measures do less harm to the
Kim regime than to the North Korean population."

The converse, if counter-intuitive argument can be made: that the Korean peninsula is
being made safe from war through this aggressive pursuit of nuclear arms. This is not a
view deemed acceptable to officials in Washington and Canberra but is entirely realistic
given Pyongyang's aims.
Turnbull has also decided to speak on behalf of China, an odd leaf pinched from Trump's
own confused book. 'The Chinese are frustrated and dismayed by North Korea's conduct,
but China has the greatest leverage, and with the greatest leverage comes the greatest
responsibility.' Trump prefers to word it differently: 'North Korea is a rogue nation which
has become a great threat and embarrassment to China, which is trying to help but with
little success.'
One prospect as irritating, perhaps more so than Pyongyang's niggling weapons program,
is the flagging of a regime collapse, a dangerous situation that would see an exodus of
millions into China. If that happens, it will be in no small part due to the machinations of
powers that wish to see the Kim regime toppled, despite words to the contrary.
This very fact is implied by the refusal to consider negotiations while attempting that old
method of economic strangulation. Australia's own foreign minister, Julie Bishop,
suggests cutting oil supplies in an effort 'to bring unprecedented pressure to bear'. Her
stress is on punishment and retribution. Such measures do less harm to the Kim regime
than to the North Korean population. Then there is the latest suggestion by Trump: US
measures to stop 'all trade with any country doing business with North Korea'.
That measure, should it be implemented strictly, will lead to a merry series of trade wars,
most notably with China, given its trading relationship with Pyongyang. Whether such
nightmares factor into the package of new sanctions being compiled by Treasury
Secretary Steve Mnuchin remains to be seen.
The developments over the weekend suggest that Pyongyang is fortifying its diplomatic
leverage, testing the resolve of powers that have come to a cul-de-sac of options. Much
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of that is self imposed, equating discussions with Pyongyang with appeasement.
Each nuclear test, and each ballistic weapons exercise, gives the regime an insurance
policy against attack and regime change. Given that reality, the only prospect of denuclearisation would have to come from the most significant power in this dispute: the
United States itself.

Dr Binoy Kampmark is a former Commonwealth Scholar who lectures at
RMIT University, Melbourne.
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Anti-communism in the Liberal Party from Menzies to
Turnbull
AUSTRALIA
Evan Smith
The anti-communist hysteria has been ratcheted up a notch in the last couple of weeks
by the Liberal Party.

Economics Minister Mathias
Cormann has claimed that Opposition Leader Bill Shorten is a socialist and wants to take
Australia back to the times of East Germany and the Soviet Union. Eric Abetz has sought,
alongside The Australian newspaper, to make links between Get Up and the remnants of
the Australia Soviet Union Friendship Association.
In the debate over the statues of Captain Cook and Governor Lachlan Macquarie, as well
the wider denial of many to Australia's violent settler colonial history, Malcolm Turnbull
has called those who argue for a rethink over Australia's past treatment of the
Indigenous population 'Stalinists'. And last weekend, Veterans' Affairs Minister Dan Tehan
claimed that Shorten will turn Australia into Cuba.
Earlier this year, Turnbull made a speech in London where he called for the Liberal Party
to return to its ideological base as laid out by Sir Robert Menzies. Turnbull suggested that
the Liberal Party under Menzies was the socially conservative party that many on the
LNP's right wish it to be, but it seems that what the Liberals have taken from the Menzies
era is a revival of anti-communist rhetoric.
Menzies became prime minister for the second time in December 1949 on an explicitly
anti-communist agenda. This was the early height of the Cold War. Throughout 1949,
communist-influenced miners had led a coal strike in three states in a challenge to Labor
PM Ben Chifley, who eventually called in the Army to break up the strike. Furthermore
the leader of the Australian Communist Party, Lance Sharkey was jailed for sedition in
the same year for suggesting he would welcome the 'liberation' of Australia by Soviet
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troops.
On the international stage, the tightening of the grip of the Soviets over the 'People's
Democracies' of Eastern Europe had become more or less complete by this time and in
October 1949, the People's Republic of China was announced in Peking. To make matters
worse, a communist rebellion was beginning in Malaya, reportedly (falsely at the time)
sparked by conversations between Sharkey and the Malayan Communist Party leader,
Chin Peng.
Taking inspiration from similar efforts in Canada and the United States, and working
closely with the newly created apartheid government in South Africa, Menzies
campaigned that if elected, the Liberal-Country Party coalition would ban the Australian
Communist Party.
Within six months of his electoral victory Menzies had navigated the Communist Party
Dissolution Act through Parliament and fulfilled his election promise, but the legislation
was deemed unconstitutional by the High Court. The following year, after a double
dissolution (sounding familiar?), Menzies reintroduced a bill to outlaw the Communist
Party and then held a referendum to change the Constitution to enforce the Act. In
September 1951, such a referendum was held, with the 'No' vote winning by a small, but
significant, majority.
"Although sections of the right-wing commentariat might still fear the spectre of
communism, the Turnbull government's evoking of it has probably more to do with its
own internal obsessions, rather than the concerns of the electorate."

Despite this defeat at the referendum, Menzies' anti-communism did not abate. In the
lead up to the 1954 election, a staff member of the Soviet Embassy, Vladimir Petrov,
defected to the West in spectacular fashion. The pictures in the press of Petrov's wife
being manhandled by Soviet agents were used by Menzies to demonstrate the threat that
the Soviet Union presented to Australia. Part of the fallout from the Petrov affair were the
rumours linking several ALP figures to the Soviets, including Opposition Leader H. V.
Evatt, who had campaigned heavily for the 'no' vote in the 1951 referendum. Many
historians argue that the Petrov affair cost Labor the 1954 election.
Petrov's information was also used to justify the establishment of a royal commission into
espionage, which commenced in 1955. Many 'fellow travellers' of the Communist Party
and those who had expressed some sympathy for the Soviet Union, especially individuals
working in the Commonwealth public service, were hauled before the royal commission.
The findings of the commission were limited, but it ruined the livelihoods of a number of
the people who had to testify before it and it reinforced Menzies' image as the anticommunist Cold War warrior.
This remained with Menzies until his final days. One of his last major decisions as prime
minister was to send Australian troops to Vietnam in 1964, convinced by the 'domino
theory' that all of South-East Asia was vulnerable to communism if South Vietnam
collapsed. Even after Menzies' retirement, his successors were quick to raise the
communist bogeyman, both internally and domestically. As the movement against the
Vietnam War grew in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Liberal Country Party politicians
called those who demonstrated 'communists', 'Marxists' and 'anarchists', among other
names. Labor frontbencher Jim Cairns was particularly identified as a crypto-communist
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inside the ALP. Malcolm Fraser used similar slurs against the Whitlam government,
admonishing its socialism and its links to the Soviet Bloc and China (despite Nixon's
overtures to Mao at the same time).
Even after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Soviet Union, Labor's policies
have been described by various LNP politicians as 'socialist', 'neo-Marxist' and 'Stalinist'.
Senator Eric Abetz, as well former Liberal Senator Cory Bernardi, have warned about the
creeping 'cultural Marxism' of the ALP (as well as the Greens). Fear of socialism has
probably waned in the last few decades, as demonstrated by the popularity of people like
Bernie Sanders, Jeremy Corbyn and Jacinda Ardern overseas, as well as ALP figures like
Anthony Albanese at home. Although sections of the right-wing commentariat might still
fear the spectre of communism, the Turnbull government's evoking of it has probably
more to do with its own internal obsessions, rather than the concerns of the electorate.

Evan Smith is a Visiting Adjunct Fellow in the School of History and International at
Flinders University, South Australia. He blogs at Hatful of History and tweets from
@hatfulofhistory.
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Marriage equality postal vote further erodes democracy
AUSTRALIA
Hayley Conway
The marriage equality postal survey might be the only option in sight for progress on the
issue, but have we lost sight of the bigger picture? Are there costs in participating in a
fundamentally undemocratic process?

The intended postal
plebiscite is profoundly undemocratic. It will be conducted by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics, in the hope that it will be considered a 'gathering of statistics', not an electoral
matter requiring oversight by the Australian Electoral Commission and an appropriation
of funds by the parliament. The federal government is circumventing the will of the
parliament.
This is part of a broader trend to attack, undermine, defund, and erode the democratic
institutions we rely on. The Human Rights Law Centre has calculated that over 200 new
laws with the specific intent of limiting protest, lessening the oversight of government
including by the courts, and reducing the freedom of the press, have been passed since
September 2001.
The constant attacks on Gillian Triggs as president of the Human Rights Commission
coupled with slashes to the Commission's funding were part of a concerted campaign to
delegitimise the institution. Peak bodies and not-for-profits have reported funding
reductions if they speak out against government policy, while environmental
organisations were threatened with the removal of their tax-deductible-gift status.
Every one of these actions is designed to make it harder to hold government to account,
to make sure that it is acting legally. A postal plebiscite to dictate the agenda of the
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parliament is just one more step in that direction.
Seen in this light, the postal plebiscite is about much more than marriage equality. Our
democratic institutions are at stake. Consider what we already know, or don't know,
about it. This postal survey will deny the franchise to remote communities in, at least,
the Northern Territory. Voters with vision impairment or those overseas will all be denied
the basic right of a private ballot, delegating their voice to a 'trusted friend'.
This is not an activity being conducted in good faith to genuinely understand the will of
the people. It is an activity designed to undermine the Senate as a check on government,
to limit the potential of a High Court challenge, and fundamentally undermine the
legitimacy of our institutions. Winning marriage equality and simultaneously engaging in
the active delegitimising of our democracy is not a victory. It makes us complicit.
A victory in the postal survey won't actually create marriage equality. It will, at some
point, facilitate the discussion of a private member's bill in the House of Representatives.
But what will be in that bill? How many exemptions will it contain? Will it be Senator
Dean Smith's bill that broadly reflects the consensus of a Senate inquiry, or will it be
something drafted by Eric Abtez, Kevin Andrews and Tony Abbott?
"Our children and LGBTIQ people deserve more than marriage equality. They deserve a
robust and functioning democracy with strong institutions that protect the human rights
of all Australians."

Many people have said that a strong 'yes' vote justifies participating in this sham
process, because marriage equality will protect kids in LGBT families, and validate
LGBTIQ people's right to exist. So, despite a growing apathy toward elections, a record
number of people have enrolled to participate in the postal survey, in the hope that
maybe they can force the government to act. And, at this point, unless the High Court
challenges are successful, we don't have a choice but to participate and win.
But our children and LGBTIQ people deserve more than marriage equality. They deserve
a robust and functioning democracy with strong institutions that protect the human rights
of all Australians. By running headlong into this farce process, at a time when the
prospect of any kind of victory feels like a huge step forward, we have lost the chance to
stand up for our democracy. We cannot now say, loudly and collectively, that this process
is not legitimate and we won't validate it.
The alternative would have been to mobilise around a boycott - an option that was
dismissed as ineffective and apathetic. But boycotts are not passive, they demand
outcomes and actions. This can be economic sanction or the refusal to participate or
engage in actions that provide legitimacy to a government or institution. When we
participate in illegitimate institutions and activities, we give them legitimacy. We give
them power.
If the High Court challenge fails and all we have is a campaign for a 'yes' vote, then for
goodness sake vote yes. But don't let this disgraceful government tactic distract you. The
postal plebiscite is not an aberration; it's the next step in eroding the institutions that
underpin our democracy.
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We will win marriage equality; we know that at the very latest a change of government
will give us this. But what cost are we prepared to pay along the way? It's a conversation
we need to have.

Hayley Conway is a former campaign manager for global LGBT rights
organisation, All Out, where she campaigned on five successful marriage equality
campaigns, including three plebiscites in the USA.
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Lawyers the last line of defence for dumped refugees
AUSTRALIA
Kate Galloway
Immigration Minister Peter Dutton last week announced that a group of somewhere
between 100 to 400 refugees, currently living in Australia, would be cut off from
government support.

Members of the
group had come to Australia from Manus Island or Nauru for medical treatment or other
emergency situations, and more than 50 of the group are children who have been born in
Australia. The Minister claims that these people no longer have any cause to be in
Australia, and has changed their visa status to a 'final departure bridging e-visa'.
The effect of the pronouncement is that these people will have no weekly payments, and
will lose their accommodation. While children under 18 will still be able to attend school,
those over 18 will not. As these people have so far been forbidden to work in Australia,
they cannot rely on jobs to support themselves. They literally have no option but to rely
on charity.
Dutton alleges that these refugees have been 'scamming' the taxpayer, 'taking us for a
ride', and implies that they are living lives of luxury. He has alleged that the asylum
seekers are getting 'a better deal than pensioners' and constitute a significant economic
burden on Australia.
In fact, the cost of supporting these people in the Australian community is significantly
less than the $5 billion cost of housing asylum seekers offshore since 2012. According to
government reports, it costs $40,000 per year to support an asylum seeker in the
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community, but over $500,000 per year to incarcerate them on Manus Island or Nauru.
Further, demonstrating an astonishing lack of understanding of our legal system, the
Minister has called lawyers who act for asylum seekers 'un-Australian'. His charge is that
lawyers have been using 'tricky tactics' to keep asylum seekers in Australia. He claims
that in doing so, lawyers have led these people astray, causing them to have hope that
they might remain here. In fact, says Dutton, these people have never been entitled to
stay in Australia.
Dutton has indicated that there are constitutional limitations to removing the refugees
through legislation and that consequently, the government has had to fight these matters
through the courts. He finds it 'incredibly frustrating' that law firms are prosecuting their
'social justice pro bono agenda' - as though there is something wrong with the notion of
fighting for justice for the vulnerable.
Dutton's comments have been condemned by lawyers' organisations, who point out that
it is central to the work of lawyers to assist their clients to pursue their rights at law.
"It is the role of the lawyer to assist those affected to enforce their rights and to test the
validity of the minister's decision. If we do not do this, we are more likely to see the
growth of power, fearless and unconstrained by the law."

It is true that lawyers, in doing their work, have interrupted the government's agenda of
attempting to deny the humanity of asylum seekers. However, it goes to the heart of our
system of governance that power is exercised within lawful boundaries. It is therefore
ironic that the Minister, whose own powers are circumscribed by the Australian
Constitution, and who is looking for an easy workaround, should criticise lawyers for
being 'tricky'.
The importance of holding power to account cannot be overstated. To the general public,
there are many so-called 'technicalities' in the law that are likely to seem simply
burdensome or wasteful. However, it is important to see law and legal process as part of
a larger system. Our system contains myriad checks and balances that together seek to
protect the powerless from arbitrary exercise of power.
In recognition of the enormous power wielded by a government minister, such as Dutton,
the law constrains the exercise of that power. In our system, it is therefore open to those
who are affected by a minister's decision to hold the decision-maker to account. It is the
role of the lawyer to assist those affected to enforce their rights and to test the validity of
the minister's decision. If we do not do this, we are more likely to see the growth of
power, fearless and unconstrained by the law.
I don't subscribe to the un/Australian dichotomy, but I do see the Minister's accusation
as a perversion of the term. By contrast, removing support for vulnerable people with
little notice - whatever their technical legal status - can truly be said to represent our
worst side as a society. When this action is taken by an agent of the State, we know that
there are only two remaining lines of defence. One is the lawyer to prosecute any
possible legal avenue for protection. The other is you and me.
Now is the time to step up to help these people. If you can, support your local church,
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refugee organisation, or the Human Rights Law Centre.

Kate Galloway is a legal academic with an interest in social justice.
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Crude beauty of a Yorkshire shepherd's gay awakening
ARTS AND CULTURE
Megan Graham

God's Own Country (MA). Director: Francis Lee. Starring: Josh O'Connor, Alec
Secareanu, Gemma Jones, Ian Hart. 104 minutes

The UK's Yorkshire
moors seem like an ideal setting for a crude yet beautiful film about two shepherds
falling in love. What's even better is a director bringing to the film his own history of such
a place, adding the depth of familiarity with both the land and those who live off it. Such
is the case with one-time Yorkshire farm boy Francis Lee's directorial debut, God's Own
Country.
Johnny (O'Connor), a troubled young man on the verge of full blown alcoholism, is faced
with the difficult task of near single-handedly running his family's farm. His widower
father Martin (Hart) is ill, and Johnny and his grandmother Gemma (Jones) must handle
most of the work of running a farm and a household.
It's a monotonous daily grind, set against beautiful Northern England countryside getting up early, fixing fences, delivering lambs and calves, battling cold, mud and
disease, pausing to vomit up last night's booze. Johnny seeks out a mix of binge-drinking
and casual sexual encounters to help the days go by. The loneliness of his situation is
palpable, as is his growing emotional estrangement from Gemma and Martin, who watch
on with a mix of concern and anger.
This holding pattern is disrupted when the handsome and pensive Romanian immigrant
Gheorghe (Secareanu) arrives to help Johnny and his father run the farm. Johnny's
customary impulse to regard his own same-sex attraction with disdain kicks into gear, as
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he is confronted by the quiet attractiveness of Gheorghe. This sets the scene for a rocky
start.
It is perhaps analogous that Gheorghe approaches lambing and calving (a focal point of
life on the farm) with patience and care, coaxing the cooperation of the mothers and
bringing stillborn lambs to life with confidently executed care. Gheorghe's approach to
the highly-repressed Johnny is the same; a respect for intense vulnerability, and a depth
of love that is capable of bringing an ailing man (or lamb) back to life.
As lovely as that sounds, and it is, it does not make for a 'feel good' love story. The film
is very graphic, in terms of sex scenes as well as the portrayal of animal birth and death;
deeply visceral and at times quite dark - not recommended for the faint of heart.
"While Gemma and Martin grapple with the idea that Johnny is gay, they do not
necessarily struggle against it, or impose their concerns onto him directly. To them, what
matters primarily is Johnny's happiness."

The financial hardship of Johnny's family colours every scene. While working to repair a
fence far from the farmhouse, Johnny and Gheorghe subsist for days on single-serve
instant noodles. Meanwhile Gemma ceaselessly washes clothes, cleans or prepares
humble meals - very little, if any, leisure time is available. There is a quiet dignity in
these long, hard working days. Yet the stress of such a life is exemplified in the physical
toll it has taken on Martin, who fears Johnny will meet the same fate.
Foremost of the themes, though, is the difficulty of living as a gay man in a culture or
family where it is not readily accepted. While Gemma and Martin grapple with the idea
that Johnny is gay, they do not necessarily struggle against it, or impose their concerns
onto him directly. To them, what matters primarily is Johnny's happiness; his sexual
preference is secondary.
More interesting still is the fact the issue is handled with zero reference to religion,
despite the perhaps ironic title of the film. The conflict surrounding Johnny's
homosexuality appears to be culturally based; how this plays out suggests that when it
comes to sexuality, culture can be flexible where dogmatic religion cannot.
As Johnny's unexpected Romanian lover receives him 'warts and all', his binge-drinking
winds down and we witness a sort of ceasefire in the war he has long been waging
against himself. This lays the foundation for Johnny's sexuality to be confronted and
accepted by those who love him.
The interweaving of fraught tensions within this story are handled expertly by director
Lee, and the performances by O'Connor, Secareanu, Jones and Hart are all first-rate. It is
a gritty tale, wholly lacking in sentimentality, but ever-moving towards a faint but
distinct light at the end of the tunnel.
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Megan Graham is a Melbourne based writer.
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A credibly Christian church would respect gay employees
AUSTRALIA
Andrew Hamilton
Debates about social issues tend to bring out blanket statements, sweeping claims, dire
threats and feverish reporting. They usually carry historical baggage that needs to be
unpacked and the contents tested against contemporary reality. This is true also of the
coming plebiscite on gay marriage.

A threat reportedly
made, and later denied, by some church leaders was to dismiss from employment in
Catholic organisations people who contract same-sex marriages. Regardless of what was
said the threat will be featured in the coming debates. It may be helpful to set it in its
broader context.
The argument for taking such action is that Catholic organisations must uphold the
teaching of the church, and that this implies living in a way consistent with it. Where the
public relationships of people working in Catholic organisations are inconsistent with
Catholic teaching they call into question the teaching itself.
Whatever the abstract merits of this argument and its applicability to dismissal in limit
cases, its general use belongs to a past age. It presupposes a tightly bound Catholic
world in which Catholic faith is accepted and shared, where the Catholic Church is a
primary allegiance for its members and where Catholic schools, hospitals and welfare
agencies are staffed by Catholics. Faith is maintained and transmitted through adherence
to the close and disciplined Catholic community.
In such a world it is understandable that Catholic authorities might exclude from
employment in their organisations people in relationships not countenanced by Catholic
teaching. But even there such action undermined the church it was supposed to protect.
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It identified the Christian gospel with repulsion rather than attraction. The novels of Irish
writer John McGahern show clearly how such authoritarian behaviour gave birth to
resentment and bred the present disowning of the Catholic Church in Ireland.
To carry out such a threat would now be suicidal for the Catholic Church. In large
Catholic institutions involved in education, health care or social services, neither the
officers of the organisations -administrators, doctors, nurses, auxiliary staff, teachers etc.
- nor the people whom they serve are united by religious or church allegiance. Some
belong to other churches or religions; others have no religious belief.
In addition, few of the baptised Catholics among medical staff and patients, or among
teachers and their students' families, are practising Catholics who have an adult
understanding of their faith. They have only a secondary allegiance to the Catholic
Church.
What attracts many people from diverse backgrounds to work in these Catholic
organisations with children, the ill and people who are marginalised is their ethos. The
tradition they inherit appeals to the unique value of each human being regardless of
faith, worthiness of life, gender or sexual preference. That appeal is rooted in the belief
that each human being is deeply loved by God. It is embodied in the story of Jesus
Christ, and in the stories of the religious congregations inspired by him to found the
organisations.
"The credibility of Catholic organisations as Christian and as humane is at stake."

If such a tradition is to retain its power in organisations where not all people share the
religious faith that lies behind it, those who work in them need to share the radical
respect for human beings, and especially for the most vulnerable, that is embodied in the
tradition, and to be open to draw on the stories of the faithful people in whom it is
embodied. This will require that people in positions of responsibility for handing on the
tradition embrace it fully, are enthusiastic about living its values, and able to commend
them effectively and ensure that they govern their relationships with the people whom
they serve and with one another.
Their capacity to commend the tradition will depend on mutual trust between the leaders
of the organisations and the staff that both hold and live by its values, and that they are
united in respect for the dignity of each human being, and particularly for the most
vulnerable. If that trust breaks down, the tradition will become a source of division and
not of unity.
Trust would certainly break down if people were dismissed for contracting same sex
marriages. In the context of the plebiscite gay people are particularly vulnerable and so
deserving of respect by church organisations, whose members are also particularly
sensitive to their claims. They have endured a long history of prejudice and violence,
some of it claiming Christian warrant. Catholic organisations therefore have a particular
responsibility to respect them, particularly by honouring their own gay staff members
and clients. The credibility of Catholic organisations as Christian and as humane is at
stake.
In short it would be inconceivable for Catholic based organisations to dismiss people who
contract gay marriages. It would both be inconsistent with their own tradition and would
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make it impossible to for them to commend that tradition to their own members of staff.

Andrew Hamilton is consulting editor of Eureka Street.
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Inside the 'glass closet' of a gay Catholic teacher
AUSTRALIA
Alex Ryan
Being both gay and Catholic leads to a somewhat fraught existence. On one hand, we
have our Catholic peers who, frequently, have trouble empathising with what it means to
be 'intrinsically disordered'. On the other, we have our queer friends who are,
understandably, sceptical of our allegiance to an organisation that has a deep history of
discrimination towards people like us.
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This existence is
further complicated for those of us who choose to partake in ministry that sees us
employed by the Church.
I am a gay man and, also, a religion teacher in a Catholic school. Recently, I've begun to
wonder if my teaching days are numbered, particularly given Archbishop Denis Hart's
comments (reported, but since clarified) about Catholic organisations firing gay staff.
It's the great unspoken rule of Church organisations that gay people must fly under the
radar. A 'don't ask, don't tell' policy is implied, but all of us are acutely aware we work in
one of the few jobs not protected by anti-discrimination laws. This black cloud hangs over
our every public action because, for some reason, teachers' lives are something our
communities feel entitled to know and talk about.
Whether it's our social media posts, or even just holding our partner's hand in public, we
must carefully curate our outward appearance so as to not technically break Church
rules, even if many of us live in a 'glass closet'. Though we know it is unlikely we will be
fired, we also know the potential is there if the wrong student or parent catches whiff of
our supposedly un-Christian behaviour.
Last year I got my first long-term boyfriend since becoming a teacher. This was an
exciting time for me, as it was part of embracing my queer identity. But what should
have been a joyous occasion led to a great deal of anxiety. I had to explain to a man I
cared about that, even though I wasn't ashamed of him, I couldn't risk listing him as my
partner on Facebook. I was lucky that he was understanding, though it still hurt to
explain it to him.
You may think this isn't a big deal, but I would challenge the average person to go
weeks, months, and years without mentioning any aspect of their love life to any
coworker. The stress of hiding a major part of life is not insignificant; one wrong move
and our livelihood is on the line. This is not to mention that, with the personal scrutiny
school administration positions face, our career advancement opportunities in Catholic
schools are limited.
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People ask: 'Why don't you just move into the state system?' It's a fair question. But my
answer is simple: I just don't want to. I love working in a place where my faith is
ingrained in the everyday routine; a place where Catholicism's history and tradition are
taught, explored and questioned.
"LGBTIQ+ people have a lot to contribute to our Catholic schools. To deny our students
access to amazing teachers is surely a greater assault to 'decency' than what these
teachers are doing in the privacy of their own homes."

Ever since I decided I wanted to be a teacher, I wanted to teach religion. Though it's not
my job to convert students, like in the old catechetical model of Catholic schools, I hope
students can at least leave my classroom with an appreciation of how faith contributes to
our world. I'm gay, but I'm also Catholic.
LGBTIQ+ people have a lot to contribute to our Catholic schools. To deny our students
access to amazing teachers is surely a greater assault to 'decency' than what these
teachers are doing in the privacy of their own homes. This, of course, leads to the
question that many queer Catholics have about the institutional Church: Why is the same
level of scrutiny not applied to our heterosexual colleagues?
I know a great many Church employees who live in open defiance of its teachings. People
who are divorced, remarried without annulment, married outside the Church, cohabiting
before marriage, have children out of marriage, or are engaging in premarital sex. I have
also worked with many people who don't even identify as Catholic. Surely if we are using
adherence to Catholic belief as our yardstick for employability, then people who openly
reject papal authority (e.g. Protestants), or reject belief in the Holy Trinity (eg. nonChristians) would fall short of the mark.
I'm not, of course, advocating that people in these groups should be excluded from
employment in Catholic institutions - on the contrary. Rather, this is just to illustrate that
to single out gay Catholic employees is to arbitrarily discriminate against an already
vulnerable group. That, surely, would be a plank in the Church's eye far bigger than the
speck in mine.

Alex Ryan is a teacher in a Catholic school. He is writing under a pseudonym.
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Community torn over Kimba nuclear plan
ENVIRONMENT
Michele Madigan
The Unlucky Australians, the documentary of the Gurindjis' campaign for their land, aired
on the ABC late on Sunday night 20 August 2017. The Gurindjis' successful struggle
against the combined might of the Vestey empire and the Australian federal government
is one of the greatest Australian stories.

In the timeless
David and Goliath tradition, the opposing Lord Vestey and Vincent Lingiari were Paul
Kelly's classic 'opposite men on opposite sides'. The 1975 image symbolising the
Gurindjis' success - of PM Whitlam pouring a handful of earth into Vincent Lingiari's
cupped hand - remains an iconic Australian visual.
But there's nothing like actually witnessing the action - and hearing the leaders' own
voices - as captured in the film. The Gurindjis' sufferings were immense, yet their
determination remained firm. What every Gurindji wanted was not even better wages,
but simply to once more be able to protect their land and their way of life.
What struck me most was their complete solidarity. Despite the government's intense
pressure - the withdrawal of the blind man's pension, the promise of solid brick houses
built in sight of their tin and bush humpies, or any other threat and enticement - every
Gurindji stood firm.
Half a century after the Gurindji Walkoff and half a continent away, on Saturday 19
August at a gathering in Port Adelaide, two modern beleaguered groups, one Aboriginal,
one non-Aboriginal, shared their current experiences in striving to protect their own lands
and ways of life. Like the Gurindji, their struggle is with the federal government and this
time, indirectly, with another big business - the nuclear industry. In contrast to the
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Gurindji struggle however, modern day communities and even families are being torn
apart by enticements and pressures.
Two months ago, South Australia's Premier Jay Weatherill conceded that there is 'no
bipartisan government support' and 'not sufficient community support' to continue with
the extraordinary scheme that a SA government sponsored nuclear royal commission had
recommended. The Premier gave a commitment that a State Labor government, if reelected, would now not pursue a high-level international nuclear waste dump.
The federal government however continues its pursuit in SA - the disposable state - of a
federal dump for the intermediate long-term nuclear waste from the Lucas Heights
nuclear reactor and for medical waste. Now, once again, three sites are being offered up:
two in Kimba, at the top of Eyre Peninsula in South Australia, as well as the ongoing
Flinders Ranges site.
At the 19 August meeting, Kimba farmers spoke of the offers of a paltry $10 million and
a tiny 15 (or fewer) permanent jobs as the payoff for the deep divisions and the certain
risk to their markets a federal dumpsite would bring. Farmer Toni Scott, overcome by
describing a formerly close-knit community now torn apart, broke down in tears. The
close voting statistics for and against the site belie the former Minister for Resources and
Northern Australia, Matt Canavan's assertion that Kimba is clearly in favour.
"Sadly, with the government's 'no-strings-attached' $2 million for community projects,
the tearing apart of families has intensified."

Farmer Tom Harris's neighbour is one of two Kimba farmers who have offered possible
dumpsites. However the site is closer to Tom's family homestead than it is to the
neighbour's. It was sobering to hear his facts. Kimba region farmers 'are recognised as
some of the best dry farmers in the world' but the competition between grain farmers for
international markets is so intense that the warning from the professionals is clear:
proximity to a nuclear waste dump will have predictably disastrous negative effects. And
the irony - 'It's the farmers who've kept the town going.'
Meanwhile, the Adnymathanha and other Flinders Ranges station and townspeople
continue their efforts to protect SA's iconic Flinders Ranges from the same fate. During
the 31 months it has been a preferred site, their trauma has deepened as they have seen
other locals acquiesce. Sadly, with the government's 'no-strings-attached' $2 million for
community projects, the tearing apart of families has intensified.
The Gurindji had Frank Hardy and Australian unions supporting them during their terrible
privations. Many Kimba farmers and townspeople, and the Adnyamathanha, together
with some of the townspeople and most of the Flinders Ranges landholders, are grateful
for their own southern (or eastern) supporters. They plead for more: 'Please help us to
be heard!'
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Michele Madigan is a Sister of St Joseph who has spent the past 38 years working with
Aboriginal people in remote areas of South Australia and in Adelaide. Her work has
included advocacy and support for senior Aboriginal women of Coober Pedy in their
campaign against the proposed national radioactive dump.
Main image: Kimba farmer Tom Harris. Photo by Dave Laslett
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Kind to be cruel
CARTOON
Fiona Katauskas

Fiona Katauskas' work has also appeared in ABC's The Drum, New Matilda, The
Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, The Australian, The Financial Review and Scribe's Best
Australian political cartoon anthologies.
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Compulsory drug testing is no silver bullet
AUSTRALIA
Frank Brennan
Christian Porter, the Minister for Social Services, has been trying to make his mark as an
upcoming minister in the Turnbull Government.

Social security is a
demanding portfolio. In an age of budget repair, steady five-plus per cent
unemployment, high underemployment, and sluggish or non-existent wage growth for
most workers, it is difficult to make a mark. No matter how job ready you make the
unemployed, their prospects of finding work are not going to be greatly enhanced in this
environment.
For those who have been unemployed for a long time, life can be very dispiriting. The
policy challenge is to get the settings right, providing real and workable incentives to get
the unemployed into the job market, while providing sufficient financial and other
support to allow the long term unemployed a dignified though frugal existence.
In an age of 'budget repair' when both sides of politics are trying to contain the welfare
budget, the search for savings and silver bullets is relentless. Despite 64 per cent of the
social security and welfare budget being spent on aged pensions and family tax benefits,
a silver bullet aimed at the unemployed and with broad public appeal turns to gold.
Porter thinks he might have found the perfect silver bullet: mandatory drug tests for
unemployed welfare recipients.
Porter and Alan Tudge, Minister for Human Services, have announced drug testing trials
for new welfare recipients (Newstart and Youth Allowance) as 'a way of assisting people
to get off drugs and back into work'. They have chosen three trial sites where mandatory
drug tests will be conducted on 5000 welfare applicants over the next two years. Those
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sites are Canterbury-Bankstown in western Sydney, Logan south of Brisbane, and
Mandurah south of Perth.
They have been very critical of health professionals and social welfare advocates who
have opposed the proposal on the grounds that compulsory drug testing is no way to
assist people get off drugs and that the major obstacles stopping people getting back to
work are the lack of jobs and the strong competition for extra working hours with so
many Australians feeling underemployed. Opposing the proposal, Catholic Health
Australia and Catholic Social Services Australia have told a Senate committee:
Mandatory drug test regimes are a failed policy solution, based on international
experience. Mandatory regimes which are proven failures also fail to respect the dignity
of people afflicted with drug addiction. This measure will stigmatise drug users and in
particular punish drug users by compulsory testing and changing the way their welfare
payments are managed. We oppose drug testing of entire categories of recipients without
obtaining their consent or without considering their individual circumstances. We also
oppose any welfare payment schedules that discriminate, or have the potential to
discriminate, against Indigenous people.
Introducing the legislation, Porter, relying on research by the Australian Institute of
Health and Welfare, claimed that 'those who were unemployed were 2.4 times more
likely to use drugs such as crystal methamphetamine than those who were employed.
Last year there were 4325 occasions when someone gave drug or alcohol dependency as
a reason for not meeting their mutual obligation requirements.' Presumably most of the
non-compliant applicants were alcohol dependent.
"If Ministers Porter and Tudge are really seeking 'a way of assisting people to get off
drugs and back into work', they should start by seeking the advice of the health
professionals."

Countering their critics, Porter and Tudge argue that a trial is warranted given that
existing policy settings result in too many unemployed people engaging in illegal drug
use. It's important to note that the proposed drug testing does not include alcohol use
and abuse. It will include testing for ice (methamphetamine), ecstasy (MDMA) and
marijuana (THC). Announcing the first test site, the ministers said, 'We will see ice usage
among unemployed people continue to be 2.4 times higher than those in work. In
Canterbury-Bankstown, one of our trial sites, the hospitalisation rate from ice will
continue to climb. It has already increased by 21-fold in the last five years.'
But the figures released by the government paint a very different picture on this 21-fold
increase. The 21-fold increase covers the period from 2009 to 2016. The latest two-year
trend for drug offences in New South Wales shows that for the whole of NSW, there were
134.3 offences per 100,000 for use or possession of amphetamines, while in Bankstown
the rate was 107.8 and in Canterbury 48.5.
The Department of Human Services has produced statistics providing the rationale for
the choice of Canterbury-Bankstown, pointing out that the number of job seekers in the
area who were granted an exemption from compliance with conditions for job seeking
'increased by 162.50 per cent from June 2015 to December 2016'. Yes, there was an
increase from eight persons in June 2015 to 21 persons by December 2016. However, it
is worth noting that the number decreased from 24 to 21 over a six-month period in
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2016. There are 11,765 persons on Newstart Allowance in this catchment area.
St Vincent's Health Australia, a national leader in treating substance abuse, has pointed
out to the Senate that 'in 2015 the NZ government spent NZD$1m testing 8,001 people,
with only 22 testing positive (0.27 per cent)'. The Victorian Department of Health and
Human Services, refusing to co-operate in any such drug testing trials for welfare
recipients has said: 'There is no robust evidence to suggest that income quarantining
reduces drug or alcohol consumption or results in an increase in healthy behaviours.
Many health experts have noted that the proposed amendments are not an effective way
of testing people who might require treatment.'
Experience from New Zealand and the United States suggest that drug use among
welfare recipients is far less frequent than assumed, and schemes such as those
proposed in this Bill are expensive to administer with few savings ultimately achieved.
If Ministers Porter and Tudge are really seeking 'a way of assisting people to get off
drugs and back into work', they should start by seeking the advice of the health
professionals. Then they should convince their cabinet colleagues of the need to increase
the Newstart and Youth Allowance so that it might provide a real start for assisting
people to survive with dignity while preparing for and getting back into work. It's now
five years since the Business Council of Australia told the Parliament: 'The rate of the
Newstart Allowance for jobseekers no longer meets a reasonable community standard of
adequacy and may now be so low as to represent a barrier to employment.' And still
there has been no increase to Newstart, and a government looking for a narrative has
decided to demonise the recipients.

Frank Brennan SJ is the CEO of Catholic Social Services Australia.
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The maestro and the war-scarred boy
ARTS AND CULTURE
Jena Woodhouse

Vengerov's violin
Symbiosis with the instrument intensifies.
In intimate rehearsal of its lives,
the young man senses other hands,
the artisan who crafted it
for other fingers, other strings,
before it passed in turn to him;
to soar beyond the fleeting day,
the repertoires young lovers crave;
to serve the muse of perfect time,
aligning spirit, heart and mind.

He takes his flawless artistry
to children traumatised by war,
and plays for them this old violin,
his oracle of everything.
One lad has improvised
an instrument: two strings,
a stick as bow; and thrown away
the rifle he was issued with
to maim, destroy.
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Together they make music,
the young maestro and the warscarred boy, learning from each other,
sharing joy.

Poems by Jena Woodhouse have twice been shortlisted for the Montreal International
Poetry Prize (2013, 2015). She is the author/compiler/translator of seven published
books in various genres. In May 2016 she was writer-in-residence at Booranga Writers
Centre, Wagga Wagga NSW.
In 1997, violinist Maxim Vengerov became UNICEF's first Envoy for Music and has met
and performed for children traumatised by war in such places as Uganda, Thailand and
Kosovo.
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Countering Graham Richardson's Balgo claims
AUSTRALIA
Brian McCoy
Early last year Graham Richardson wrote a piece in The Australian headed 'Alan Jones
isn't racist, he wants Aboriginal kids to be safe'. He wrote about a trip he had once made
to the 'extremely remote' Balgo community in the Kimberley, where, he said, he
discovered the prevalence of child sexual assault.
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He returned to that topic earlier this month. In an article titled 'Richo takes on Noel
Pearson over indigenous constitutional recognition', he wrote: 'My real failure was to
ignore the horrendous tales of child sexual abuse at Balgo. I beat myself up every day
over this. I had been too gutless to risk being labelled racist.'
What caught my attention in his original article was reference to the trip he had made as
Federal Health Minister to remote Northern Territory and West Australian communities in
late 1993. As part of that trip he visited Balgo. He wrote: 'At the town meeting I noticed
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that the only attendees were women and children and some very old men.'
Some 23 years ago I did not think I was then a very old man, but I was present at that
community meeting. I was living at Balgo at the time and was the parish priest. It was
Saturday 22 January 1994. His comments have drawn me back to my own notes and the
weekly parish newsletter of that time.
My understanding is that Senator Graham Richardson flew in for a brief community
meeting - after visiting a number of other Aboriginal communities - along with another
ten people, including a journalist and photographer. It was summer and the weather had
been very hot (in the 40s), school had not yet begun for the year and the meeting was
on a Saturday afternoon. I was not surprised then that not many people attended and
few had travelled in from three outlying communities.
The people of the region had never met Richardson before. Meetings planned for
Saturday afternoons in the desert summer tend not to be taken too seriously unless they
are extremely well prepared. The weekend store closes for the weekend at Saturday
lunchtime. People weren't going to wait around in the heat for a meeting with someone
they didn't know. It was not a long meeting. The visiting group flew in and out the same
day.
Richardson wrote: 'When I inquired about where the men were I was told they were at
home and drunk. The real shock was that the women could not leave the children at
home with the men because sexual assault was so common.'
It is possible that someone had commented on men who had returned to the community
drunk; it is also possible that someone raised concern about their children. However, I
don't remember any public discussion about the absence of men or the sexual assault of
children. What those present did raise with Richardson was the shortage of housing and
the need for dental care.
"Richardson's repeated allegations of what people told him at that Balgo meeting concern
me, not just because I don't believe they were said but also because they defame a
particular Aboriginal community."

I first came to live in that community in 1973 and have been associated with it over
many years since then. It was only in 2007, many years later, that I felt I could address
some of the complex issues of child sexual abuse that the Northern Territory intervention
was opening up for Aboriginal communities in the Kimberley. I published at that time an
article entitled: 'Aboriginal child abuse: whom do you trust?'
One thing I learned is that community members find it very difficult to discuss publicly
issues of shame involving others to whom they are closely related and with whom they
closely live. It takes time to build up trust around sensitive and sexually taboo topics and
rarely will this ever occur within community meetings, much less in the presence of
people they don't know.
Richardson said, 'To my eternal shame I did nothing about this. Maybe I was intimidated
by the prevailing culture of denial about child abuse in these communities. Maybe I was
afraid of what the really nice people would say about it. Maybe I just didn't have the
courage.' What I remember from that meeting is that Richardson promised much. It was
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his first visit to this community. He said he would follow up a number of things that were
raised. He had been on national television promising more funding for Aboriginal health,
but resigned as Federal Minister some nine weeks after his trip to Balgo.
Richardson's repeated allegations of what people told him at that Balgo meeting concern
me, not just because I don't believe they were said but also because they defame a
particular Aboriginal community and in a context of a 'prevailing culture of denial'. What
he originally described as 'common' became, some months later, 'horrrendous tales' of
child sexual assault. Did I miss something so important as this? Was I acting in denial of
what I heard in 1994? I don't think so.
I am left wondering what the others in his travelling group remember of this meeting or
whether what he heard on his long summer trip, after visiting other communities,
became conflated. I simply do not believe such a topic of child sexual abuse could have
been raised or was raised in public at that time.
He did not mention the location where the meeting occurred. It was a tin-roofed and
shaded space which had once been the boys dormitory when the 'mission' moved to its
present site in 1965. The dormitory was closed in 1974. Until then, boys and girls were
removed from their families, with the boys being placed under the care of lay
missionaries and the girls with religious sisters. It is ironic then that this place should be
chosen as the site for the meeting, and hardly surprising that those gathered would
make a request for better dental care and housing necessary for their own children to
have a better life.
Those who came to that meeting in 1994 left with hope that a Federal Minister would
keep his word and follow up on the issues they raised. They were not to know he would
resign some nine weeks later and they would not see him again. They would be
devastated to learn that all these years later, he has made these repeated claims of child
sexual abuse in a media outlet which none of them would likely ever see.

Fr Brian McCoy SJ is the head of the Australian Jesuits. He first came to Balgo in 1973,
was parish priest between 1992-2000 and completed his PhD, Holding Men: Kanyirninpa
and the healh of Aboriginal Men, in 2004, based in that Kimberley region.
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How political correctness kills language freedoms
MEDIA
David James
The push for politically correct language may be well intentioned enough, but its
consequences are often appalling. It can rob us of one of the most important of all
human freedoms: the right to use words to mean what we want them to mean.

The first problem in prohibiting certain word usage is
that there is an assumption that the intention of the speaker or writer is known. In
literary criticism this is called the intentional fallacy; the invalid notion that the author's
intention can readily be derived from the words.
To give an example, this writer was a weekly satirical columnist for BRW, a business
magazine. I wrote a joke about Asian drivers, which was deemed to be politically
incorrect, even racist. I tried to explain that the joke was actually directed at people who
held such views, not at Asian drivers-something I thought was obvious enough and well
enough flagged-but it was deemed inadmissible. It was assumed that there could be only
one possible intention, no matter how much it was explained that this was not my
intention.
A similar dynamic could be seen in a reader response to a headline on this web site. The
headline, 'Do we ban the nun's veil next?' was sarcastic. But one reader interpreted it as
potentially nun-bashing (and presumably politically incorrect). This kind of confusion is
actually quite common; readers can interpret intent in very different ways.
And here lies the problem. Analysis of politcial correctness necessarily relies on making
assumptions about intent. The language is targeted in a very legalistic way, and more
complex aspects such as intention, context, or potential multiple layers of meaning, are
ruiled out.
There is no doubt that a great deal of Shakespeare's language, especially the swearing,
does not meet the PC strictures, for example. It is a good thing that many of the Bard's
words are unfamiliar to modern ears, otherwise we might lose our greatest writer.
Although at least it is widely acknowledged that his intentions were always subtle and
complex.
Just how absurd political correctness can become was reinforced for me during a
teaching exercise I was involved with in primary school. The teacher told the class that
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they would be learning about how to deal with dogs.
'A lady will be showing you a big black dog,' the teacher said. 'You can't say that, Missit's racist,' an eight year old protested, horrified. To him, just using the word 'black' was
unacceptable in itself. Out of the mouth of babes.

"Language that is intended to be hurtful should be deplored. But there is a high cost
associated with outlawing any language use."

The second problem with political correctness is that assumptions have to be made about
meaning. Again, this is because the PC approach is legalistic. In law, words tend to have
strictly defined semantics; in the English common law system underpinned by precedent.
There tends to be, deliberately, a very limited range of reference and, as much as
possible, a one-to-one correspondence between the word and the thing being denoted.
To say the least, there is more to words than this. Read any decent work of literature and
you will observe language that produces a range of meanings, including enacting
meanings from the way the writer uses the words themselves.
One does not have to agree with the absurd exaggerations of French deconstructionist
literary critics such as Jacques Derrida-that the 'author is dead' and there are as many
possible meanings as there are readers: a principle they did not apply to their own
writings of course-to see that language can mean many things to those who receive it.
Read William Empson's Seven Types of Ambiguity and the point becomes clear enough.
Yet in the PC approach, it is assumed that those who derive one meaning, who have
been offended, have the sole right to define what the words signify.
Viewed this way, political correctness represents an extraordinary attack on basic human
freedoms that are almost as fundamental as the freedom to think what we want. It is
even reaching the point in the public environment where what is not said is being
deemed 'incorrect'. Witness the furore over Donald Trump's comments on the
Charlottesville violence. What Trump said was broadly factually correct; that both sides
were violent. He was pilloried because of what he did not say, or at least didn't say at the
right time: that neo-Nazis are unacceptable.
Political correctness is increasingly being applied to absence, as well as presence, which
means not just making assumptions about what the words denote, but also what silences
connote. As any philosopher will tell you, deducing from absence is a dangerous course.
And once again it involves making assumptions about intention; purporting to be inside
the speaker's mind.
Language that is intended to be hurtful should be deplored. But there is a high cost
associated with outlawing any language use, because such initiatives can only be applied,
crudely, to the words themselves. They cannot apply to the person's intentions-that
would require further evidence-and they rule out the possibility of multiple meanings.
The PC approach easily descends into authoritarianism and aggression. When such
aggression is associated with those purportedly being protected, it ultimately does them
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no favours.
The way to a more tolerant society is to take a mature approach to language, to see it in
all its complexity and polyvalence. And perhaps develop a little looseness: remember
what used to be said in the schoolyard, that "sticks and stones may break my bones, but
words will never hurt me."
Sadly, many are going in the opposite direction.

David James is the managing editor of businessadvantagepng.com. He has a PhD
in English Literature and is author of the musical comedy The Bard Bites Back, which is
about Shakespeare's ghost.
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Immigration and the baby shortfall
INTERNATIONAL
Sean Cowan
It seems like immigration hasn't been seen in a positive light of late. Control over
immigration has been a central theme in the successful Brexit bid in the United Kingdom.
America elected a president who suggests tougher laws and screening for immigrants.
Syrian refugees were welcomed by the thousands into Canada (46,700 in 2016 alone to
be exact *1) not without considerable controversy.

Of course with the entry of new immigrants comes the culture. Clearly they simply do not
know of any other way to live until they move into new land and set roots. Learning
another Language and assimilating into another culture takes time and requires patience
of the guests who welcome them.
In some places, it seems, they aren't necessarily welcome. There appears to be an
immigrant backlash brewing in many of the wealthiest countries. The demographics are
changing drastically and quickly. In 2012 in America, the census bureau reported that for
the first time there have been more minority births than white births. *2
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What becomes disturbing is that the glaringly obvious seems to be overlooked.
Caucasians are having less babies. We need an abundance of young people for the
economy to work. If we have less children we need to import them.
Every healthy economy regardless of society which runs it (within a more left wing
society or more to the right) requires a pyramid shape in order for it to work. The tip of
the pyramid being those who are not generating income (from the disabled, to young
children, to the elderly), casual workers would be found somewhere below the tip, further
down from casual comes the part time employees and somewhere halfway down the
pyramid being the civil servant who receive revenue from public funds, yet redistribute it
into the economy. The base of said metaphorical pyramid are the full time workers of
various classes who work for private industry and generate the revenue which works its
way up to the very tip and sustains the entire society within.
What becomes abundantly clear when visualizing this pyramid is that every society needs
a healthy dose of working, young, able bodied people to sustain the economy and, most
importantly, there has to be many more at the base than at the tip for the society to
exist at all.
For the longest time it was a non issue. Forty years ago it was nothing to see a family
with four or five children and was quite unusual for anyone to reach the age of 40 and be
single without multiple children.
As was often the case. Many years ago you had no choice but to have multiple children
but then along came contraceptives and women entered the workforce en masse. Now
people had the choice if and when they had children. Women had options. They could
wait until later in life to have children and focus on their career. To see a person reach
the age of 40 without a child and single in the first world now is quite common.
This person will need young people to continue to generate revenue for when he or she
retires. Police are still needed, and roads need to be paved.
"Xenophobia is essentially a demographic nightmare waiting to happen for any first world
country."
This is why we need immigration. The alternative is simply to make more babies. That
doesn't appear to be an option. Most people simply are not willing to make enough
babies to keep the engine running (or can't due to shrinking wages or unstable work) so
therefore we need to take in young people to make up for the loss.
There are still many countries with large families of 4 or more. They are countries who
are culturally distinct from us so as they come in, they change the landscape.
Ultimately if we curb immigration we need to make more babies. If we don't, eventually,
the metaphorical pyramid will change shape with the base of the pyramid becoming
narrow and the aging population making the tip wider. It's a demographic nightmare that
countries like China (with their one child policy) and Japan (statistically the oldest
population on earth and a country not built on multiculturalism) are currently struggling
with.
Xenophobia is essentially a demographic nightmare waiting to happen for any first world
country. Generally, the local populations have been steadily decreasing as the desire for
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large families have diminished. Without the immigrants to inject new fresh young
workers into the economy our social services will erode quicker than you could say 'build
a wall'.
So we are left with little choice but to embrace immigration and while we may change
immigration policy to be more efficient and attract more of the people each country is
desperately looking for in regards to age, family size and qualifications, there is no
question that we need a healthy number of new young people in just about every first
world nation on earth and that will indeed change each nation that welcomes them.
It should go without saying that immigration has been a continuous process in Europe,
North America, New Zealand and Australia for centuries now. Various waves have come
and gone and from various ethnic groups and they have made their mark and changed
the country.
As a Canadian I'm hard pressed to believe that our much more diverse, multicultural
country would go to war for the queen and the 'motherland' as we have in the past
because, of course, the demographics have changed and now the majority of the
population cannot identify with a cause such as that.
One thing that is clear is that more young people from afar are more crucial than ever to
maintain our society and the standards we have come to expect within it. What must be
understood is that for the majority of the first world in general and former British
colonies in particular it has played a vital part of our society. It has in fact built the
society itself.
So we should embrace it, because, unless you're going to make more babies, we simply
don't have a choice.

Sean Cowan has spent 15 years in the Canadian military.
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